
IN CONCERT LEARNING PRESCHOOL: 
ANIMAL AND MUSICAL MOTION 

UNIT 1: Melodic and Rhythmic Motion of  Fish Locomotion 

Bold Font- Teacher speaking to children 
Italics- Instructions for teacher

WEEK 1: Introduction to Motion in Music and Animals 

PART 1: Teacher: Everyday we see many things in motion. Do you ever see things 
in motion? Do you ever see things that are moving? Can you tell me about 
something that moves? 

	 

	 Teacher suggests (if not mentioned by children) - “Cars move, people move, 	 	
	 	 animals move.”


We are going to spend time together thinking about the ways that animals move 
and the ways that music moves, too! 

Our first animal motion is swimming. What type of  animals swims in the water? 

	 “Fish” 

	 Watch Video Number 1- Fish Swimming Footage Video and ask for 		 	 	
	 observations to explore the swimming motion. 

Fish move by flexing their bodies and tail back and forth. This motion helps the 
fish to move through the water.  
	 

	 Use your hand to show the back and forth, undulating motion by placing your 	 	
	 hand perpendicular to the floor and then begin moving it back and forth, side-to-		
	 side. 

Let’s call this back and forth motion a “wiggle.” Can you stand up and wiggle 
your body from side to side with me?  

Now let’s also say the word “wiggle” as we move our body back and forth.  
 “Wig-gle, Wig-gle, Wig-gle.”  

Sometimes the fish simply glides through the water, almost like it is floating. 

	 Move your hand (perpendicular to the floor) away from your body in a straight 	 	
	 line to show the fish “glide.”  



Let’s call this motion a “glide.” Can you glide your arms and hands stretching 
them out in front of  your body? Glide with me imagining the fish is floating  
through the water.  

Now let’s also say the word “glide” as we move our arms. 
 “G_ l_ i_ d_ e” (elongate the word) 

PART 2: Connection to Motion in Music 

Teacher: We can hear the fish swimming motion in music, too! Music can 
“wiggle” and music can “glide.”  

When music wiggles, it moves back and forth, just like our fish! 

When music glides, it stays on one,  L_o_n_g sound. (elongate the word) 

Let’s hear the fish “wiggle” and “glide” motion with music.  

	 Play First Part of Video Number 2 - (Up to 30 seconds and stop)  
	 	 Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide Piano Solo 

	 Repeat First Part of Video Number 2 Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide Piano Solo 
	 	 saying “Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide” in time with video 

	 Repeat First Part of Video Number 2 Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide Piano Solo 
	 	 adding hand and/or arm motions 



WEEK 2: Introducing Range 

PART 1: Teacher: When fish swim through the water, they can swim up and down. 
Let’s practice our “glides” swimming up to the surface of  the water, and then 
“glide” down toward the bottom surface of  the water. 

	 Watch the Video Number 1 Fish Swimming Footage Video again to make 	 	 	
	 observations about fish swimming higher and lower in the water. 

We can move our hand higher and lower while we “wiggle” and “glide” to show 
when the fish swims higher and lower.  

	 Watch and perform hand motions with Video Number 2 Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, 		
	 Glide Piano Solo. Repeat entire video or start 30 seconds into the video 
	  
	 Repeat adding words “Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide” with hand and/or arm 	 	
	 motion 

We can see this motion in a different way! Watch how the shapes move in wiggles 
and glides across the screen. The shapes move just like our fish! 

	 Watch Video Number 3: Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide with Graph. 
	  
	 Repeat adding words and ascending hand motion with Video Number 3 Wiggle, 		
	 Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide with Graph


PART 2: Performing Rhythms by “Patching” (With Block Animations) 

	 “Patching” means gently striking your leg with the palm of your hand to make a 	 	
	 percussive sound. You can strike both hands together, or alternate hands back 	 	
	 and forth on each leg. (Alternating hands may be difficult for some younger 	 	
	 students). 

Let’s use our hands to drum the rhythm of  the “wiggles.”  

	 Play Video Number 4 Drumming “Wiggles” with Animated Blocks with children 	 	
	 patching on “Wiggles.” 
	  
	 Repeat Video Number 4 Drumming “Wiggles” with Animated Blocks adding 	 	
	 spoken words on “Wiggles.” 

	 Divide the group, half children patch, half speak rhythmic word. (Then switch 	 	
	 parts). 



Classical Music Repertoire 
Play Video Number 5: Swimming Motion demonstrated with Classical Music: 	 	

	 Delibes Flower Duet 
	  
	 Optional: Children can add hand motions and/or body wiggle/glides while 		 	
	 watching/listening


 



WEEK 3: Pattern Identification 

	 Set up a Lego™ board (or equivalent representation) and arrange the blocks as 
	 “wiggles” or “glides” as shown below. 

  
 Choose one representation and hold up board for children to see.

Does this image show “wiggles” or “glides”?  

 Now display the other board (Repeat alternating between boards to reinforce the 
visual identification). 

We can make our own pattern of”wiggles” and”glides”! 

	 Students can direct you to rearrange the blocks into new patterns of 
	 “wiggle” and “glide.” Class speaks the rhythm, uses hand and/or body motions, 	 	
	 patches on legs. 

	 Uses the Lego™ board and blocks to create a pattern of wiggles and 	 	 	
	 glides. Children perform rhythm with patching and speaking words. 

Let’s look at our pattern, What do you think the fish was doing when it moved like 
this? How was the fish moving through the water? 

	 Optional: Replay Video Number 1 Fish Swimming Footage to look for similar 	 	
	 patterns shown on your board 

PART 2: Classical Music Repertoire 
 
Play Video Number 5: Swimming Motion demonstrated with Classical Music 

	 Delibes Flower Duet 

	 Children add hand motions while watching/listening 
	 Optional Added Activity: Children gently move to the music around the room 



Play Video Number 6: Wiggle Glide for Wind Trio 
	  
	 Children can add hand motion and/or body wiggle-glide while moving around 	 	
	 the room 



WEEK 4: Review Activities, New Repertoire and Original 
Compositions 

	 Select and revisit activities from Weeks 1-3 for review. 
	 Option: Allow children to select and revisit activities from Weeks 1-3 for review.  

Can we create wiggle and glide motions that would match the motion of  our fish 
if  it was very, very tired? How would our fish move if  it was feeling tired or lazy? 


	 Arrange blocks on the Lego™ board to represent long glides for the lazy fish. 

	 	 	 	 Long, Lazy Glides 
	  
	 Children say and move extended arms for glides. Then children say and move 	 	
	 around room with extended arms for glides. 

How would our fish move if  it was hungry and noticed some food up above in the 
water? 


	 Arrange Lego™ ad blocks to represent wiggles ascending up the board 


	 	 	 	 Ascending Wiggles 
	  
	 Children say and patch wiggles rising from a bended knee position to standing 	 	
	 as rhythm repeats.  Repeat with ascending hand and/or body motion as rhythm 	 	
	 repeats. 



PART 2: Wiggle Glide Music and Movement 

Let’s start by performing this fish swimming pattern, “Wiggle, Wiggle, 
Glide.” Can you echo me?  
  
 Say “Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide” 

Can you show me this pattern with your hands?  

 Say and move hand to “Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide” 

Now let’s listen to this fish motion pattern in music! 

 Play Video Number 7: Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide Piano/Bassoon Duet 
	  
	 Children add hand motions and/or body motions while watching/listening 
	 Optional- Children patch rhythm with spoken words 

	 Play Video Number 6: Wiggle Glide for Wind Trio  
	 (Watch for the silly fish at the end of the piece) 
	  
	 Children can add hand motion and/or body wiggle-glide while moving around 	 	
	 the room 

	 Play Video Number 8: Wiggle Glide Block Identification Exercise pausing the 	 	
	 video after each pattern blocks shown. The video shows four boards with a 	 	
	 specific pattern of “wiggles” and/or “glides”. While paused, ask the children to 	 	
	 describe the swimming motion of the blocks. Following the group’s discussion 	 	
	 for each board, restart video to perform the shown rhythm with words and 	 	
	 patching. 

	 Answer for Board 1: Wiggle, Wiggle, Glide 
	 Answer for Board 2: Glide, Wiggle, Wiggle 
	 Answer for Board 3: Glide, Glide 
	 Answer for Board 4: Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle, Wiggle 
	  
	  


